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Traditional card turn-in
moves to Student Union
By LIZ VENEGAS
A long-standing tradition at San lose
State University will soon be broken as
students will turn in their packets in the
Loma Priela Ballroom in the Student
Union instead of Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The days to turn in packets will be next
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. for
regular packets of day and evening
classes.
Students should enter by the northwest
stairway outside the S.U. and exit by the
southwest stairway. A diagram on page

lour shows the entrance and exit for
students turning in their packets.
The last day for packet turn-in is
Thursday from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. for
students taking day and evening classes
and tor the payment of late registration
lees.
Only students who have classes
begining alter 4 p.m. Monday. Tuesday.
Wednesday or Thursday will not have to
pay a late tee on Thursday packet turn-in.
Other students may turn-in their
materials but will have to pay a $5 fee.
Students who do not turn-in their
packets or pay tees during those lour days

will have ludo so at the Cashier’s office on
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fees and
materials will not be accepted after Feb.
16.
Beginning this semester. ass fee will be
charged for every check returned by the
bank. There will also be a $5 late registration fee charged.
students, disabled
Non-paying
students and students with registration
and lee problems should go to the
University Cashier’s office. Admin. 102.
Fees for non-resident and foreign
student tuition will be $37 per unit and
should not exceed $555. This tuition is in
addition to the regular tuition fees.

Youngest board member

Student joins housing board
By MARTIN WEYBRET
The newest, and youngest, member of
the Santa Clara Housing Authority Board
is not going to be discouraged by
experience.
Paul Sepulveda, a San lose State
University student, is not only far
younger than any of his four other
colleagues, he is also the board’s only
Chicano.
Sepulveda was sworn into his new
position during semester break after
being appointed by Dominic L. Cortese,
County Supervisor representing the San
lose-Gilroy area.
The 24 -year-old political science major
feels he is especially suited for the job
because his mother lived in San lose
Housing Authority facilities during much
of his youth.
Sepulveda points out the county
authority is much smaller than the San
lose unit and is responsibln for about 780
family dwellings in the unincorporated
areas of Santa Clara County. In addition,
approximately 140 units are under
construction.
The county housing program is

tinanced jointly by the federal, state and
county governments. Recent budget cuts
by the Nixon administration, Sepulveda
said, would not harm the authority.
He said the board has raceived assurances from the Department for
Housing and Urban Development that
funds will continue. But, the authority
will not be able to serve more people than
at present.
Welfare recipients, migrant workers
and people on fixed incomes are now the
major groups using county housing.
Sepulveda wants the board to continue its
efforts for these people, but he expressed
concern that most students, because they
have no identifiable income, are
ineligible.
He is aware his efforts may be in vain.
Besides being the only Chicano on the
board, he is also a newcomer with much to
learn.
The possibility that some landlords
may be abusing the program bothers him.
He said he will support stricter enforcement of authority rules if there are
violations.
Because of a lack of experience he

doesn’t expect to overwhelm the housing
board. "But, maybe I can be influential. If
there are any students who need help,
please contact me," he said.
The new board member will serve for
two years without salary. Academically.
he hopes to receives master’s degree with
an emphasio in public administration.
After graduation? He concedes he has
political aspirations but stresses, "I can
also accept reality." He says he doesn’t
have the money or the experience to be
successful. But his experience on State
Senator Alfred Alquist’s staff, his campaign efforts for George McGovern. and
now his appointment to the housing board
may help him on his way.

Year of the Ox

Chinese New Year, the Year of the Ox, was ushered in by a
mini -celebration at the Valley Fair shopping center last week.
The typical Chinese dragon lead the procession accompanied by
the Chung Ngai Dance group. Ceremonial fireworks chased away
evil spirits.
:: : : : ::::
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District vote urged by petitioners;
seeking SJSU support during reg week

Paul Sepulveda

By GAIL SHIOMOTO
A broad -based group of San Jose State
University students and professors.
homeowners, and working people are canvassing the university, circulating
petitions and gathering signatures from
registered voters.
Entitled the Citizens Committee for
Councilmanic Districting, the volunteer
group is challenging sections of the
current San lose City Charter. According
to its members, the committee seeks to insure "equal representation" in the city
council by proposing an amendment
which would increase the number of
council members from seven 10 13 persons
and divide the city into 12 districts.

Packet fill-in cards
questioned by many
By BARBARA FRENCH
"Not until you start looking at people as
people. instead of races will racism stop."
A student, antagonized by the vast
amount of fill-ins required for registration, took it upon himself to voice his
opinion on categorization with the above
philosophy. It was printed on an ethnic
survey card which was in last semester’s
registration packet.
All students who registered last fall had
the opportunity to fill out the questionaire
if they wanted to. The card asked questions centering around race, sex, class
status, academic majors, religious
perference and marital status.
Although there were a lot of "hems and
haws" from studentsas they embarked on
filling out another card, approximately
89.3 per cent of those registering returned
the cards.
It is estimated that out of 27.323
students attending classes last semester,
24.402 returned the ethnic cards.
The office of Ombudsman, with help
from work-study students and volunteers
from Spartan Shields. organized the cards
to complete the fifth in-depth study of the
ethnic makeup of San lose State
University.
An increase of 1.7 per cent in ethnic
enrollment was revealed at the end of the
compilation. Minority enrollment showed
a high of 20.2 per cent compared to 18.5
per cent for fall 1971 and 8.1 per cent for
spring 1989.
All figures are approximations since
not every student turned in or completely
filled out a card. Also, under the category
of ethnic characteristics 518 students
simply listed themselves as Americans
and 1,033 didn’t check any choice.
Among other things, the survey showed
an increase in Black. Chicano and Native
American students, but a slight drop in
Asian Americans. This is the first
enrollment drop in this ethnic group since
the survey began in 1909.
Asian Americans had a 7 per cent
enrollment figure, down from 7.2 per cent
last fall. Mexican -Americans had a 6.5
percentage rate which is up from 5.8 per
cent the previous year. Blacks showed a
5.4 per cent count compared to 4.5 per cent
the previous year and Native Americans
had 1.3 per cent in realtion to 1.2 per cent
in 1971.
The cumulative total reporting in the
five minority groups was 4,897 students.
In a table counting both minority and

foreign students, males outnumbered
females by approximately 3,56010 2,500.
However. Black females outnumbered
Black males by 79.
Biological science was preferred as an
undergraduate major by 84 Asian
Americans. Sociology was the first choice
for 133 Chicanos and 82 Blacks.
Seventeen Native Americans chose social
science as their preferred major.
Mike Honda, SISU Ombudsman.
stressed that this survey was "a source at
hand" when state and federal agencies
need information on whether or not
colleges are increasing their ethnic
minority enrollment.
"A lot of information on grants,
educational opportunities, scholarships,
higher education programs, and job
openings come through this type of
survey," he added.
Programs like the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) and financial
aids use statistics like this to back up
their proposals." Honda said.
Although Caucasian cards were not
categorized they were counted and
alphabetized. "The cards can be used by
anyone who wants to run a study." Honda
suggested. "but the program must have
merit."
Honda stressed that the cards are
property of the Ombudsman office and
their release must have his approval.
At a time when numbering and
categorization is becoming a way of life,
people are weary of another survey. But
by not filling out this card, asserted Honda, the student can hurt himself and other
students in the long run.

Dr. George Castro. a chemist at IBM and
a member of the President’s Advisory
Council at SJSU, charged that basic flaws
and inadequacies exist in the present
system of electing officials.
When officials are elected at large. ideas
which are of interest to a particular community are often pushed aside he said.
"The elected officials hold that they must
vote according to the majority opinion,
whereas a person elected from a
particular district would be concerned
about that community’s interests," said
Castro.
In addition, Castro contended that
voting at large often prevents the election
of minority people. He said districting
"would increase minority participation"
in city elections.
Last, Castro stated the size of the city
and the diversity of community interests
prevents the candidate to go into issues.
With one-half million people living in the
city, election campaigns necessitate the
candidate have a minimum of $20,000.
With districting, a candidate is dealing
with a smaller area of people and less
money is needed to run a campaign. This
would permit the candidate to speak and

reach into the interests of the community,
said Castro.
At present all council members are
nominated and elected "by the city at
large," according to Section 401 of the
Charter of the City of San Jose.
However, the committee’s proposed
amendment enables only the Mayor as a
council member to be elected by the entire
city. The remaining 12 members must be
nominated and elected by their respective
districts.
In addition, each member except the
Mayor must have been a resident of the
district he represents for one year.
Amendment provisions for dividing the
city into 12 districts takes into consideration not only equal population, but
also "ethnic, socioeconomic, cultural, historical or other patterns." stated the committee members.
For the amendment to be voted on in a
general election, signatures from 15 per
cent of the city’s registered electors are required on the petition, Harry Kevorkian,
division chief attorney for the City Attorney’s Office said. This would total
about 22.500 signatures.

Cease-fire lecture
by Vietnam author
Don Luce, lecturer and author of two
books on Vietnam, will present a speech
and slides Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the
S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
He will talk on "Problems of post ceasefire Vietnam."
Luce was director of the International
Volunteer Services from 1961 to 1987,
when he resigned. calling the war an
"overwhelming atrocity" in a letter to the
late President Lyndon Johnson.
More recently. in 1970, Luce made
headlines when he and two U.S.
congressmen discovered the "tiger cages"
at Con Son prison while touring South
Vietnam.
He is now the research secretary for the
World Council of Churches, studying the
reconstruction of Vietnam and general
problems of civilians in Southeast Asia.
Luce is the author of three books. "Vietnam - - The Unheard Voices:" a volume of
poetry. "We Promise Each Other:" and the
latest. "Hostages of War: Saigon’s

Political Prisoners."
Luce has travelled extensively in North
and South Vietnam and speaks fluent
Vietnamese. He now lectures throughout
the country. This is his first visit to SISU.
Clergy and businessmen from the community are invited to rap with Luce at 12
p.m het ore his general talk at 12:30.

Radicals to
meet today
he San lose Peace Center will hold a
meeting at 4 p.m. today, Feb. 7, in the S.U.
Pacheco Room for volunteers interested in
helping raise money to rebuild North
Vietnam’s Bach Mai hospital.
The San lose Radical Student Union
will also meet at 8 p.m. tonight, Feb. 7, in
the S.U. Pacifica Room to chart its future
plans.

Legislative analyst charges
Reagan is generous with funds
SACRAMENTO AP -Gov, Ronald
Reagan is being too generous with slate
university and college faculty salary increases, Legislative Analyst A. Alan Post
told the legislature Monday.
He recommended scaling back pay
boosts for faculty members at the
California State University and Colleges
CSUC from 7.5 per cent to 5.5 per cent at a
savings of $4.8 million.

But Post. the legislature’s nonpai t 1,10
budget expert. concurred with Reagan’s
proposed 5.4 per cent pay boost for
University of California leachers.
In all, Post proposed $57 million in cuts
an Reagan’s new $9.3 billion budget and
$14 million in increases, Thal would
produce a net reduction of $43 million.
The Senate and Assembly budget committees give close attention to Post’s

elmininunilal ions
in screening the
governor’s annual state budget.
For the first time, Reagan proposed this
year to give all state employees what they
requested in salary increases -a total
$226 million.
The 7.5 per cent request for the CSUC
’acuity members was designed to put
their pay on a par with faculty members at
20 similar instil Wilms across the nation.
Post said.

According to Paul Martinez, a 22 -yearold volunteer worker, the committee has
collected about 10,000 signatures. He
noted, however, that the exact total is
much, higher because many of the
petitions being circulated throughout the
city have not yet been turned in.
During SISU’s three-day registration,
over 4.000 signatures were collected. said
Martinez. He discovered that "many of the
people were very receptive to the idea of
districting and were pretty well informed
about it."
Explanations about the amendment
provisions were often unnecessary
because many students had read and
learned about districting in articles in the

Spartan Daily or the San lose Mercury, he
said.
The committee hopes to place the
amendment proposition on the April 10
election ballot. To do so, at least 22,500
signatures must be filed with the city
clerk by Feb. 9, 1973. said Martinez. The
committee is trying to get 26,000
signatures.
lb passed, the amendment will go into
effect Jan. 1, 1975. It will not affect the upcoming council election.
Headquarters are located at 120 N.
Fourth St. and 2174 Alum Rock Ave.
Persons interested in helping the committee can call either 293-2800 or 2519109.

1,038 for parking

Bike lot reopens
The Seventh Street bike lot will resume
operation tomorrow. Feb. 8, according to
Rudi Leonardi, A.S. vice president.
A.S. Council voted to give the lot
$1.038, half the total amount necessary to
maintain it. The rest of the money will
come from registration sales set at $2 per
semester.
The bikes left in the lot - a roped off
area on Seventh St. and San Carlos - - are
under guard 15 hours a day. No one will be
allowed in the bike area without the
proper identification.
Students may register for the bike lot
today between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. or any
school day afterward.
Leonard’ hopes to build a permanent
structure, probably a fence, around the lot

to replace the ropes. Alpha Phi Omega, a
campus fraternity, has offered its assistance in the building of the structure.
The plan still has to be worked out with
the campus architect.
Leonardi also hopes to arrange for some
sort of alternative funding so students
won’t be charged for the service.
Last October, before the bike lot was in
operation, there were 35 reported bike
thefts. The next month, with the lot, the
number dropped to eight. In December, it
dropped again to three.
Leonardi and David Oberhoffer, the
new manager of the bike lot, welcome any
suggestions by students concerning the
lot.

New environmental program
offers lectures on alternatives
One of the United States foremost enviornmental lawyers, as well as many
noted environmentalists, will feature a
new environmental alternatives course
Wednesday nights this semester.
Dr. be Sax, a University of Michigan
law professor, will kick off the lecture
series tonight at 7 in Eng. 132. His topic
will be the legal tools available to citizens
concerned with environmental protection.
Dr. Sax has been involved in class action suits, consumer protection, as well as
being an environmental witness and consultant.
Other speakers already committed to
the series are Barry Commoner, "The
Closing Circle," Paul Ehrlich. "The
Population Bomb." Garrett Hardin.
"Tragedy of the Commons," and Pete
McCloskey, R -17th district.
Funding of the program has been supplied by a $1,500 grant from the John Muir
Institute. The money will cover the
honorary and incidental expenses (plane
fare) of the speakers.
The course, Environmental Studies
196F, was created to "tiring some of the
nations most creative resources in the environmental field to the campus." said
department head Dr. Donald Aitken.
"The format will he an hour lecture.

then an hour of discussion. Each speaker
will offer an alternative approach to environmental p rot ect ion."
Already 130 students have enrolled in
the three unit course, but Dr. Atiken said
guests are welcome to come and hear the
speakers as well as participate in the dl.cussiins
the speeches.

Four spots
on board
The A.S. Program Board now has four
vacancies for Spring semester. The 12 member board schedules the Wednesday
Cinema and most A.S.-sponsored
concerts and speakers.
Applications will be accepted in the
A.S. offices until Thursday at 12 p.m.
Interviews will be held from 3 to 5 p.m. on
Thursday and Monday, Feb. 12.
The Program Board meets every Tuesday from 5 to 7:30 p.m. in the Student
Council chambers. Interested students
may receive more information from
Donna Lai, A.S. Personnel Officer, by
calling 277-3202 or in the A.S. offices in
the Student Union.

linest Room

Editorial s

Worthless diplomas?

Reagan shakes head
at baby legislation
Birth control and its related
illsemotional and socialare a
major problem facing American
society today.
Of course the Supreme Court
on a state and national level
recently eased the problem
somewhat by ruling that women
may lawfully decide for
themselves whether abortion is
right or wrong. Indeed that is the
way it should be.
, Abortion, however, is a sort of
drastic step to end a a pregnancy
which in some cases, could have
been prevented relatively safely,
’surely and painlessly through
’contraception.
We must agree with Dr. Alan
Guttmacher, head of Planned
Parenthood -World Population,
who said last week, "Abortion is
obvious evidence of social
failure. Ideally, conception
should have been prevented."
Lamentably, Gov. Reagan’s
view of the whole birth control
controversy leaves much to be
desired.
Gov. Reagan, standardbearer
of the most up-to-date, fast -paced
stale in the nation, last month
vetoed a bill that would provide
contraceptives to minors without
.parental consent.
Conservative, not only in
politics, but also apparently in
matters of natural sexual desire,
the governor gave a rationale for
rejecting the bill that is at best
insensitive.
, "There is one form of birth control that just begins by shaking
your head," Gov. Reagan advised.

Such a statement is frivolous,
even cruel, to the many young
women in the state who, for some
reason, have just been unable to
shrug and say no and have found
themselves in trouble.
The governor, while he may
have some expertise in the field of
politics, should not have given a
politician’s lame excuse on such a
delicate matter as birth control
for minors. Certainly he is
against the idea. But at least he
could have expressed himself
more sensibly and realistically.
Added Gov. Reagan: "I
recognize there is a problem that
has come along with a humanist
philosophy that is prevalent
today in many circles that if you
want to do something you should
do it. And free love is one of those
things. We’ve got several
thousand years of civilization
based on some other ideas, that
there are moral concepts to be
violated."
Well, perhaps it is time to start
questioning those ideas backed
by years of what the governor
calls civilization. Perhaps our
sense of morality needs some
remodeling.
Let’s think of minors, for example, as real people with real
desires and natural tendencies.
Let’s think of the various forms of
contraception as clinical ways of
preventing an unwanted, unprepared for pregnancybefore
abortion becomes necessary.
Gov. Reagan should not have
shaken his head to such a
reasonable bill.

Daily reorganizes
community news
: Is there something happening
’within your community or your
group that isn’t being published
in the Spartan Daily?
This will be one of the many
questions asked of students and
members of the community who
attend today’s meeting in IC 208
at 5 p.m. The main purpose of the
meeting is to discuss how
members of the community can
participate in having their news
or ideas published in the Daily.
Last semester the Community
Page provided a direct channel in
which students as well as
members of the community
published their contributions.
This semester a real effort is
being made by members of the
Spartan Daily to incorporate
these kinds of contributions on a
daily basis throughout the entire
paper.
The question that immediately
comes to mind is, "Does that mean
there isn’t going to be a Community Page anymore?" No. It
does not mean there is not going
to be a Community Page
anymore. It does mean that a
genuine effort is going to be made
to enhance community news in
the Spartan Daily throughout the
entire newspaper. If we fail, we

can always go back to having a
community page but that would
be progress on a very slow basis.
Why ? Because the Community
Page was limited to once a week,
and relied almost entirely on
volunteers willing to contribute
both material and time.
There is nothing wrong with
this and furthermore it works as
proven last semester. If we view
it solely from this viewpoint the
Community Page was a success
as it presented relevant, unique,
and newsworthy events and
ideas on a consistent basis.
However, the idea of community
news on a consistent basis requires more than volunteers
especially if the idea is going to be
incorporated into an entire
newspaper on a daily basis.
Needless to say, there are many
things that need further
explanation and other ideas that
would have to be developed.
However, all of the above is possible if everyone will make a
sincere effort to make it work.
If you agree or disagree with
any of the above, attend the
meeting and voice your opinion.
Remember, the community is
you.

Letters to the Editor

Radical students continue fight
Editor:
The signing of "The Agreement
on Ending the War and Restoring
peace in Vietnam" is a tremendous victory for the Vietnamese
people and the millions of
Americans who opposed the war.
It is a turning point for the oppressed people of the whole
, world. The U.S. ruling class and
the most powerful military
machine every assembled in history has suffered defeat.
Still we must, as Madame Binh
of the PRG pointed out, the
vigilant and make sure the
agreement is carried out by the
U.S. government. In Laos and
Cambodia there is no ceasefire,
despite U.S. recognition (on
paper) of the neutrality of these
two countries. In fact heavy bombing in Laos continues, as does
U.S. support to the CIA -installed
Lon Nol regime in Cambodia.
The signing of the agreement is
a product of strugglebut it does
not mean an end to the struggles
of the American people. Vietnam
was not a "mistake" or error in

policy.
The war was a deliberate
outgrowth of the social-economic
system of imperialism, a system
controlled by a small but
powerful financial elite that
seeks to maximize its profits by
dominating the peoples of Asia,
Africa, Latin America, and
exploiting working people, third
world people, and women at
home.
That is why some of us have
joined together in the Radical
Student Union (RSU) to have ongoing organization, that
recognizes the cause of the
problems in society and joins in
the
struggles
of
the
peopleagainst the Indochina
war, against U.S. aggression in
other countries like the Philippines, Angola, and Bolivia, in
support of working people, Third
World people and women, such as
the Farah strike in Texas and
New Mexico, and also the
struggles students face to improve the quality of education.
Malone Drake

Editor’s Note: Dr. John W.
Cuba ugh has been a professor of
education at SJSU since 1956. He
received his bachelor’s and
master’s degrees at Kansas State
Teachers College, and a Ed. D.
from the University of Kansas.
Occasionally Dr. Gilbaugh is a
columnist for the San Jose
Mercury News.

’If you think peace is hell, you should have seen war?"

What is the worth of an eighth
grade or high school diploma? Or,
of a baccalaureate, master’s or
doctor’s degree? Those are questions being posed by an increasing number of thinking
people.
There are so many philosophies
afloat regarding standards, requirements, and means of
certifying achievement that any
given degree or diploma among
the different levels of education
may indicate nothing about the
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Rattle over affirmative action hiring
An intense battle over affirmative action hiring policies
on campus and elsewhere continues. There is a sameness about
it that is haunting.
Supporters and critics have entrenched themselves into solid
conviction and hurl at each other
discredits of racism and discrimination.
Perhaps it’s time to simplify.
Just for one moment eliminate the
complexity which can be a fog
that covers people so they no
longer see people, just sound and
fury.
As in any conflict, each has
something to lose and something
to gain. In the end, people will say
that it was as simple as that.
fear the
Administrators
squeeze play. A government
bewildered by a long-infected
social boil pushes on one side,
demanding performance or
devastating cutbacks of federal
t unds. While the penalty is sure,
the assurance that punishment is
not imminent if administrators
can’t perform to standards is not.
On the other side exerting pressure is the possible failure of the
whole system of administration a system by which high standards of excellence are believed
to be achieved only by the complete freedom of selection into
academia by its peers. A quezy
feeling pervades that having to
function under intense federal
scrutiny will bring about a
neurotic condition of continual
dread.
The rock to which the critics
cling is one of high idealcomplete unshakeable equality. The
intention is honorable but has
been proven (like equality in employment) to be as unattainable
as Socrates’ chair.
But what makes them hold on is
fear. Where they are, they have
something to lose and only a
chance at something to gain.

If nothing else, this should
prove to the other side the
humanity of the opposition, for
minorities and women share a
human fear also.
The fear they know is conditioned not by anticipation, but
experiencecubbeyholing,
by
lower pay, closed doors, mass
discrimination in employment.
Their fear is that well-meaning
promises will end up in the same
desert as the flat denial to
cooperate. Their fear needs no
hypotheses. And where they are,

Where is Moorhead Hall?
Attention new students and old
students alike: Dudley Moorhead
Hall (DMH), is the former
Centennial Hall, is located on San
Fernando Street.
As the depressing process of
registration goes on, many
bewildered students have been
asking each other, "Where is
Dudley Moorhead Hall?"
The replies are usually "Who?,"
"What?" or "Are you sure you’ve
got the right school, buddy?" If it
hadn’t been for the article in the
Spartan Daily in the beginning of
last semester I wouldn’t know
either. But what about the
students who are here for their
first semester?
Like I said, DMH is the former

Centennial Hall. However, it still
says Centennial Hall on the side
of the building.
Since it was renamed in
September, there seems to have
been some oversights.
Does it take that long to change
the letters on a wall, or at least
put some notices in the schedule
of classes or the SJSU catalogue?
Even the map in the schedule of
classes has the building listed as
Centennial Hall.
My point might seem petty, but
isn’t the registration arrangement
and first week of school confusing enough without having
buildings misnamed?
Michael Markwith

Mono a Mono

Welcome new students

Hello, hello and welcome all,
especially the new incoming
students. To the new students,
your hassles have just begun if
you find it tougher than tough. Do
not fear for help is at your request. lust drop on over to the
Chicano EOP and I am sure that
they will help you. Asi es que
bienvenidos y mucha buena
suerte.
Some of you may remember
sometime ago that was mentioned something in regard to the
Good morning, Barrio, Ghetto, California Institution for Women
Poverty Slum. Here, I am waiting, that is located in Frontera, Calif.
hoping wishing, praying for the The name of the group is MARA.
day when you will not be there, You may write to this address La
slut.
Raze Unida-MARA in care of
Mrs. Esparza, Frontera, Calif.
You know me, remember, when I 91720. They are asking for
was younger, four years ago donations not only with money
when you were teaching me the but also with anything that can
way it is there in the heart of you!
be of help to them.
Well, here it is a new semester
Learning the laws, which having hope that all of you got your
nothing to do with, nature or the classes. If you did, more power to
weather, but with humans.
you and if you didn’t pues siganle
buscando y espero que todo lea
Yes, still I am here and you still vaya bien. A reminder to all SOP
hold me near, me here laying students that if you are broke like
down in bed
most of us and you need to pick
HOPING
your "bread" ask your instructor
WISHING
for the class card they are supPRAYING
posed to give to all financeal aid
AND REMEMBERING students asi que caiganles.
A footnote to the paragraph on
Alfred, Jr.
the institution for women: you

Heartaches

they have nothing tangible to lose
but something to gain.
We live in a painfully practical
world that leads us to unalterable
decisions about what is attaLiable. Waiting for better days
is difficult when the days are
hard, long, and demanding. It’s
time to go with what we’ve got.
People caught up in fear and
hope are the same. Both are
human. Both have reasons.
Facing fear is the harder place to
be, but overcoming it is the only
hope for everyone. Steve Terry

Jaime Illuijno
can also get more information
from your friendly student councilman Tony Gonzales. He can be
reached at either 277-3201 or 2750523. If you can not get a hold of
Tony you can also contact the
Pinto Community Center by
dialing 258-1044 and they will
give all the information that you
need.
There is going to be a benefit
dance on Feb. 17. The benefit is
for the people that were arrested
from Santa Clara. It is going to be
held at the OIC building. I’ll have
more information on this "borlo"
later because I know that you will
not want to miss it.
Me van a tenor que despensar
pero ando un pucodesparamado y
todavia estoy tratando de
recolectar mis pensamientos. Si
las frases parecen un poco
desorientadas es que todavia estoy aprendiendo a escribir. Asi es
que de hoy en adelante les voy a
escrbir en Erases simples pare que
me puedan entender major.
Asi que mientras, todos
partemones bien y nada nos
pasara, pero quien sabe ese no as
siempre el caso. Les deseo mucha
suerte en sus clases y que no se
encuentren en mucha dificultad
todo durante el semestre. Hay los
wacho y sigan sigiendo los de enfrente caminando y los de detras
corriendoll!

Dr. John 4:11hough
academic achievement of the one
on whom it is conferred. A study
of the subject of the worth of
diplomas and degrees would
result in little more than sheer
confusion.
Some students with high
school diplomas from a secondary institution with high standards may have acquired more
measureable knowledge in 13
years of schooling, kindergarten
through grade 12, than many
students attain with an additional four years at a low-standard college which confers the
baccalaureate degree. Consequently, it is possible for a
student to spend up to 20 years in
and university,
school
kindergarten through graduate
school, receive a doctorate, and
still be uneducated or at best only
partially educated.
It is well known on most college
campuses that what students do
in classes bear little resemblance
to the official college catalogue
descriptions of the courses in
which they enroll. Especially in
the social sciences and
humanities, but by no means
limited to those academic areas,
teachers tend to go far
afieldusing class time for
matters unrelated to course descriptions.
Perhaps most of the college
professors in these areas spend
little time on the subject matter
for which students believed they
enrolled to investigate and learn,
while other professors get around
to course objectives occasionally.
Nevertheless, there are a few
dedicated, knowledgeable
professors who give their
students their money’s worth.
But how to identify those
professors and reward them
poses a major dilemma in the
groves of academe. For recent
studies show that no reliance can
be placed on student evaluations
of their professors. In fact, the
latestand perhaps the best
scientific study, completed by
Rodin and Rodina husband and
wife team of researchers, concluded in their investigation of
the subject that those students
who achieved the least rated their
professors highest.
Yet, so-called student input
into the promotion and retention
decisions regarding college and
university professors is given
considerable weight. However,
the game of academic charades
that tops them all takes place in
faculty promotion and retention
committees.
This professor has long advocated, and will continue to
believe until someone proves conclusively that common sense is
not common sense after all, that
the most effective way to
evaluate teaching success is by
the academic achievement of
students.
Let us, therefore, rid our public
educational institutions of the
popularity contest, classroom
gabfests and bull sessions as
bases for faculty promotion.
Furthermore, let us not dignify
such trivia with respectability by
cloaking it in a baccalaureat,
master’s or doctor’s degree.
Students and faculty are encouraged to submit letters to
the Forum page. The Spartan
Daily will not print letters
which are libelous or in poor
taste. Letters may be mailed or
brought to the Spartan Daily
office, IC 208.
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News Review

King plans
balancing

Release date
set for POWs
By Ise Gust’s.
Compiled from The Assodated Press
WASHINGTONThe first group of American prisoners will
be released from North and South Vietnam this weekend.
Shortly after the first Americans are set free. Vietnamese
prisoners will be freed or exchanged in South Vietnam.
With the withdrawal of 2,000 more troops yesterday, U.S.
troop strength fell to 19,000. the lowest level since December of
1964. All U.S. troops must be out of Vietnam and all prisoners
freed by March 28 under the terms of the peace agreement signed
last month.
A post-war peace conference will begin in Paris Feb. 26, with
Secretary of State William P. Rogers heading the U.S. delegation.

Therapy at Astron House

Another alternative

SU students barred
BATON ROUGE, Ls.Six students were permanently barred
from Southern University’s Baton Rouge campus yesterday on
grounds they had contributed to campus unrest and would again
if given the chance.
The court order came with an announcement that the East
Baton Rouge grand jury will investigate last fall’s violence in
which two students were killed on campus.
The six students were named instigators of the eruptions
which climaxed Nov. 18 in the shootings.

Chrysalis Inc. for addicts
By LOU COVEY
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Synanon were developed to
help free drug addicts and
alcoholics from their self-imposed prisons. Each has its
own reason for being, and each
has its own final results. They
both offer an alternative to
growing problems.
Chrysalis Inc., 738 N. First
St., offers yet another
alternative in a growing field
of drug rehabilitation and
education programs.
Chrysalis began three years
ago in a three-bedroom one
and one-half bath house in San
lose, the brain child of Beth
Bottomley and her husband
Al. Both are reformed addicts.
Since then, Chrysalis has
expanded to five facilities in
two counties; the Redwood
City facilities at 2608 Spring
St.. in Gilroy, 8065 Monterey
ltd., and in San lose, the administrative offices, on First
Street,
"Cocoon" teenage
house, 234 S. 11th St., and the
Experimental "Astron" house.
197 S. 13th St.
"COCOON" HOUSE

Democrats lose voters
SACRAMENTOCalifornia Democrats have lost more than
one million registered voters due to low voter turn-out in the
November general election.
Republican registration figures dropped by 540.000.
According to Secretary of State Edmund G. Brown, Jr., the
total number of registered voters fell from a record 10.5 million
elgible to vote to 8.6 million.
Voters who fail to vote in a general election are dropped from
registration lists and must re-register in order to vote in the next
election.

Career help
now offered
If you’ve come to San Jose
State University and still
haven’t decided on a malor or
career, you can wander around
campus confused and anxious,
lose time and units, or enroll in
the Personal and Career orientation Seminar.
The career help program,
under the Counselor
Education Department, is
designed especially for the
"undecided" student. Three
units are available through a
required exploratory 4 course.
"The purpose of the seminar
is to help students make career
decisions based on self-finding," said Dr. James F. Jacobs,
co-ordinator.
program
"Students can explore who
they are and what kinds of activity they like or dislike. They
learn to look at their personal,
social and academic talents,"
he said.
Dr. Jacobs stressed students
won’t have to make decisions
based on what their family,
community or environment
expect of them.
A temporary major of
"undeclared" or "exploratory"
allows a student to sample
various academic and
vocational areas for job possibilities. The "undeclared"
major is open to freshmen and
sophomores and serves a
double purpose, according to
Dr. Jacobs.
General education requirements are fulfilled while
students get a chance to react
to subject areas they may be
agile at handling. The
Exploratory program for
transfers, juniors and
graduates concentrates on
career objectives.
"This is not a remedial
situation," said Dr. Jacobs.
"The job market is changing so
rapidly that it has changed
many concepts of what people
do for a living. People want to
be careful not to be caught up
in the mechanisms of this
change."
"Undeclared"
and
"exploratory" students attend
personal counseling sessions,
learn decision-making and
take an exploratory course.
The class includes aptitude,
attitude and personality tests,
and probes the student’s
motivations and sense of
values.
Dr. Vijay Sharma, also a
program co-ordinator, emphasized the tests are used to
help the individual, not to
categorize or label them. "It is
only an initial way of knowing
more about the person as an
individual in terms of their
interests and values," she said.
Planned programs may include part-time jobs. "We
work hand-in-glove with the
Placement department," said
Dr. Jacobs. "We insist the
students find out about job
possibilities, on and off campus. We have no preconceptions of what they can find in
this college. In fact, they may
find a career that’s offered in
community colleges or
training schools."
"About 150 alumni have
consented to look over
students in the program for
jobs," said Dr. lacobs.
"One
successful career
decision for a SISU coed began
in a part-time job," he said.
"The girl thought she might
want to go into veterinarian
medicine so we placed harass

weekend assistant to a vet.
"A month later she discovered that she wanted to
raise pedigreed dogs for a
career."
Dr. labos said exposure to
various interest areas can
result in such occupational
"shoot -off s."
Dr. Sharma cited several
reasons why a student may be
undecided about a career."It is
very natural," she said, "Many
students are still only 18 or 19
and they want to know more
about their life before they
choose a life career.
"It could be because of
various family pressures or
conflicts. Perhaps students
didn’t get any high school assistance. Or they may not have
had enough occupational
no work
experienceor
experience at all. And then,
some people are just deciders
and others are not," explained
Dr. Sharma.
Emphasis is on the personal.
not academic approach, she
said. "One goal of the
exploratory program is to
make the career decision a
more personalized one. They
find out if the labor market
they’re interested in is already
flooded. The main goal is how
they experience work-related
situations and find out if they
like it."

Over 200 people, including
staff, occupy the five facilities.
"We operate on a highly
structured program," said Al
Bottomley, public information
director. "It includes work, in
and around the house.
therapy, some free time and
recreation.
"Everyone is assigned a
specific job." he said. There is
not much room for variation in
the schedule. When it’s time to
get upyou get up. When it’s
time to workyou work."
"ASTRON"
"Astron," the experimental
facility, was developed to help
curb the number of drop-outs
from the program. Astron’s
program is even more highly
structured than the other
houses. It has only 12
"patients," as compared to the
average of 30, and is filled
with the people who would
normally have dropped out.
These people earn points
toward coming back to the
regular program.
Since Astron has a more
rigid program. it would seem
logical that the "drop outs"
would object even more.
"That’s what I thought too,"
said Bottomley. "But the

Dr. Jacobs and Dr. Sharma
encourage veterans, graduates
and women returning to
college to consider the career
program.
"We have one woman
enrollee who came here after
working 30 years in the
business world," said Dr.
Jacobs. Returning veterans
have a chance to pick up 3
units in the course for G.I.
benefits, as well as re-orient
themselves for future jobs.
Dr. Sharma noticed an increase of women enrollment.

Library
today
Library Orientation Tours
will be given from today
through February 16 at 10:30
a.m.. 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m
Tours will start in the entrance lobby of the central
library building and will last
40 minutes.
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"The concept is based on
non-interaction," explained
Bottomley. "It’s sort of like
Alcoholics Anonymous but it
goes deeper than that.
"We’re not really interested
in finding out why they’re
where they’re at but what are
they going to do about their

situation.
"Through this non -interaction policy, they learn that
they aren’t unique and they
learn how to deal with life’s
problems," Bottomley said.
Like Synanon, Chrysalis is
drug-free and alcohol -free.
The only two exceptions are
dilatin, an anti-convulsant for
epileptics, and insulin for
diabetics. If any other drugs
are needed to maintain the
health of the individual, they
are not allowed into Chrysalis.

National Institute for Mental
Health has recently been
signed which will bring in
Federal funds with which to
open new facilities.
But despite Chrysalis efforts and progress they don’t
have MO per cent success.

PEACE CORPS/VISTA
ON CAMPUS NOW

Methadone rated low
Methadone programs are
rated pretty low in the opinion
of Chrysalis Inc., "because it
does nothing to cure the addiction," said Bottomley.
Chrysalis’ programs have
received almost national prestige in the field of drug
rehabilitation. A contract
between Chrysalis Inc. and the

YOU CAN START TRAINING THIS SUMMER

APPLY NOW
IF

YOU’RE A SENIOR OR GRADUATE
STUDENT IN: PEACE CORPS:

Industrial Arts
Vocational Education
Nursing
Education

SUMMER JOBS

Civil Engineering
Math/Science
Liberal Arts
Business Administration
Physical Education
VISTA

Guys A Gals news,
ernplovonnt at
Dud, Private Camps
and Reiorts throityhout
tion Over 35020 student year For Erne infornla
siorinnt assistance pl094.1,,
addressed STAMPED
lope to Opportunity Researo
55 Flathead Drivo
Kalispell MT 59901
YOU MUST APPLY EARLY

Social Service
Counseling
Business Administration

last

Nursing
Education (secondary)
Economics

Wednesday through Friday, Feb. 7- 9

Sell

Committee is also prescribed
by Act 21 of the A.S.
Constitution. According to the
act, the committee must include George Watts, manager
of the Associated Students,
Robert Martin, dean of
students, Louis Barozzi,
student government advisor.
The two faculty membersat -large are Dr. Charles
Coffey, professor of education.
and Dr. Peter Buzanski,
professor of history. One other
faculty position is currently
unfilled.
Seven students must also be
mem hers.
Advisrlisemnt

I.Q. of 145
and Can’t
Remember?
A noted publisher in Chicago re
ports there is a simple technique
for acquiring a powerful memory
which can pay you real dividends
in both business and social advancement and works like magic
to give you added poise, necessary self-confidence and greater
popularity.
According to this publisher,
many people do not realize how
much they could influence others
simply by remembering accurately everything they see, hear,
or read. Whether in business, at
social functions, or even in casual
conversations with new acquaintances. there are ways in which
you can dominate each situation
by your ability to remember.
To acquaint the readers of
this paper with the easy -tofollow rules for developing skill
in remembering anything you
choose to remember, the publishers have printed full details
of their self-training method in
a new booklet, "Adventures in
Memory," which will be mailed
free to anyone who requests it.
No obligation. Send your name,
address, and zip code to: Memory Studies, 555 E. Lange St.,
Dept. 940-40. Mundelein, Ill.
80060.

Monday through Friday, February 5-9
9 am to 3 pm
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people coming out of Astron
seem to become the leaders in
the other houses."
"These guys get more work,
more therapy, less free time.
and really limited recreation,
but they end up having better
attitudes and better looking
surroundings. Astron is one of
our finest facilities."
How does Bottomley account for this? "I’ve known
from my own experience, that
people with drug problems
look for some place that lets
them know exactly where they
stand," he explained.
RULES TO KEEP
"We’re more adamant in
keeping the rules within
Chrysalis than most of society
is. Therefore these guys know
exactly what’s expected of
them. We let them know where
they are going. Astron just emphasizes this idea."
Chrysalis’ therapy program
is almost diametrically opposed to that of its Bay Area
counterpart, Synanon.

With their first meeting date
yet to be scheduled the A.S.
Budget Committee is waiting
for A.S. Pres. Dennis King to
complete his job of balancing
the student government
budget.
Initial requests for the
budget so far total $560,933.60, according to lean
Lenart of the A.S. Business Office. King must take the
itemized requests submitted
by various organizations and
A.S. agencies and balance
them against the projected income based on anticipated
enrollment, or how much
money the A.S. can expect
next year.
When this is done. the
budget committee will meet to
review King’s proposal for the
budget, review the individual
requests, and either approve
King’s proposal or formulate a
proposal of their own.
The budget will then go the
A.S. Council, where it must be
approved by two-thirds of the
members.
The make-up of the Budget
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New budget rules
planned for spring
ay JOANNE DRIBBLE
Moving closer to a "sense of
community" is A.S. Pres. Dennis King’s goal for the spring
semester.
"We’ve accomplished some
things. and I’d like to see some
others continued." said King.
His hopes for spring include
more "happenings" like small
fairs and activities, and a rejuvenation of the nearly 200
campus clubs.
Devising a "balanced.
diversified budget that
reflects the interests of a majority of the students- is on
A.S. Treasurer Andy
McDonald’s mind for spring.
The dollars and cents
allocating is the responsibility
of the A.S. Budget Committee.
of which McDonald is a
member. The 13 -member committee will be meeting early
this semester in an attempt to
work out necessary compromises.
The 6500,000 budget is
probably the most significant
piece of business the council
will deal with this semester.
The spring budget process
provides for a filing period
during which campus
organizations and instructionally related programs may
submit detailed budgets to be
considered by the Budget
Committee.
The president first considers them, however, and
balances them against the
year’s projected income based
on anticipated enrollment.
After it is balanced, the budget
returns to the Budget Corn -

STUDENT
BUYING
SERVICE
for VW’s

F

Otst.nunt Plans Available
ollor motion call:

mittee with the president’s
proposal. After reviewing the
budget. the committee can
either accept the president’s
proposal, or submit a counter
proposal of its own. The
budget must then be approved
by two-thirds of the Council.
Among King’s plans for
spring are a general
housecleaning for the student
government structure, including elimination of obsolete positions and
legislation.
He also is interested in a
"Fair Share Board" which
would be in charge of funds
available for use by campus
organizations or livingcenters
for sponsoring programs,
either as an underwrite (such
as last year’s dormitory People
Book) or an outright grant.
The Associated Students
fund all athletic programs

Activities move
to larger office

GTUDENT MON
(PA4N)

10411.=,
DFLoce..
RO11- -BALLROOM

except football, which accounts for a large portion of
the total budget.
More than $155,000 is being
granted in the total athletic
area, and King would like to
see some establishment of
student control.
McDonald is also planning a
community-wide drive for a
general scholarship fund. He
Rich
appointed
has
Overstreet, a former A.S.
Councilman, as his assistant
on the project.
"Rich has the drive and
energy to work with the community," McDonald said.
Unlike the drive for foreign
students tuition currently
underway. McDonald said the
collected scholarship funds
will be earmarked for no
specific group of students
unless specially requested by
the donor.

CAFLTERA
FUILDIN&

Packet turn-in this semester will be moved
from Morris Dailey Auditorium to the S.U.
Ballroom. The above diagram indicates
alternative plans for the lines, so that linestanders won’t gel themselves, and their
packets, wet.

’ Dry , packets

I tie Student /WI cities 01 lice. previously on the top
floor of the Student Union.
moved during the semester
break to the old cafeteria
building on Seventh Street.
According to the director of
student activities, Robert
Griffin, the move was made
because of the limited office
space in the old office.
"We now have a place where
we can all meet together in one
place, and also make the office
more accessible to the
students and their needs."
Griffin noted.
Griffin. who has been
working on the move since last
year, said the new office will
set up a -message center",
where a student can leave a
message or class notes for
another student. He or she can
bring them to the Student Activities Office for the intended
recipient. The center will not
give any phone messages.
Griffin emphasized the importance of the office to
"center around student needs,
academic and non-academic.

We are here to benefit the
students."
Griffin thinks the old office
will probably be used for its
original purpose as a meeting
room for student structured
organizations.

Cinema
presents
2001
Tonight, the Wednesday
Cinema will present "2001: A
Space Odyssey," starring Keir
Dullea, Gary Lockwood and
"Hal."
It will be shown at 3:30 and 7
p.m. in Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Admission is 50
cents.
Stanley Kubrick directed
this science fiction story by
Arthur
Clarke.
The
performance is sponsored by
the Associated Students,

Ammezzam
27,362 enrollment
1111))11Jai
Army presentation for spring record DIZZY GILLESPIE
MAN MON
Dr. Brazil honored

A formal dinner was recently held Jan, 25 in Fort
Leavenworth, Kan., to honor
Dr. Burton Brazil, executive
vice president of San Jose
State University.
Dr. Brazil and two others
were honored as they ended
three-year terms on the advisory committee to the Command and General Staff
College at Fort Leavenworth,
Kan.
Each received a small
replica of the Fort
Leavenworth lamp, the
symbol of the college.

of Humanities and Arts.
A native of Los Angeles.
Brazil received his B.A. and
M.A. degrees from the
University of California. Los
Angeles, and his Ph.D. degree
from Stanford University.
Brazil, 52, is a retired colonel
in the U.S. Army Reserve,
During World War II. he
served as a combat officer in
the Pacific.
He became the first mayor of
Saratoga when it was incorporated in 1956 and
remained on the city council
until 1984.

The committeemade up of
nine leading educators
throughout the United
Statesmet at the tort for
three days in January to
examine the college’s
management,
organization,
policies, curriculum, instructional methods and facilities.
After the yearly three-day
meeting. the committee wrote
a report on its findings.
A member of the SJSU
faculty since 1953, Brazil has
also served as chairman of the
political science department
and acting dean of the School

Despite what have been
termed "archaic" methods, a
spring semester record high of
27.362 students marched thru
San Jose State University to
pick-up packets last week, according to Clyde Brewer, SJSU
Director of Admissions.
"The first three days of
packet pick-ups went well,"
Director Brewer said. "most
people seemed to get their
classes."
"Normally, registration
tapers off during the spring
semester." hecommented,"but

Volunteers sought at SJSU this week

it looks like we may match the
fall semester’s enrollment."
Over 28,000 picked up packets
last fall, for an all-time record.
The record pick-up
exceeded projections by 750
students, he said.
-Students coming late seem
to be getting classes," he said,
"though not always the ones
they wanted."
Departments are still
making adjustments to handle
the student influx with
resources available, he said.
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San lose State University
seniors and graduate students
will be eligible to go into
training this summer as Peace
Corps or VISTA volunteers.
Today through Fridaya
team of Peace Corps and
VISTA recruiters will beat the
Student Union from 9 a.m. to 3
P.m.
Reversing a recent trend,
liberal arts majors are
strongly in demand by the 58
developing nations where

24

Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

programs in Brazil, including
nurses, physical and octherapists.
cupational
X-ray
microbiologists.
technicians and hospital administrators.

Peace Corps serves, said team
leader Michael Rosenberg.
Other academic majors in
demand include industrial
arts, vocational education,
nursing, education, civil
engineering, math, the
physical sciences, business
administration and physical
education.

In VISTA the principal
needs are for majors in
business administration,
nursing, economics, social
welfare and counseling.
Peace Corps and VISTA pay
volunteers a basic living

A special thrust of the campaign will be to recruit Peace
Corps volunteers for health

allowance which covers food,
clothing, housing and
transportation. VISTA allows
$75 a month for personal
expenses and sets aside $50
for each month of service,
payable to the volunteer at the
end of his one-year assignment. The Peace Corps
volunteer receives approximately 62.0130 as a readjustment allowance at the end
ol his two-year overseas assignment.
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Because only Kotex
tampons have soft,
rounded ends ...gentle
insertion guides
instead of two bulky
tubes ... and more
protection than the
leading brand. But
the only way to be
convinced is to let a
Kotex tampon be
your first one.

Styles for Women, Men ...
Values to $35 in group . .. our mg. discount price
was 9.99 ... end of season clear-out price NOW
REMIHAUSERWHITE STAG and IMPORTS!
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PRE-MOUNTED 3199
SKI SETS

STEREO HEADPHONES

To get you started...Replace or Add to your present system
...ALCO has what it takes...
Starting with the PIONEER SX 424 solid state stereo receiver
with AM/FM reception which proves that a limited budget
doesn’t mean limited stereo sound. The SX 424 offers up to 24
watts RMS at 8 ohms both channels driven, very sensitive FM
reception, a wide linear type dial scale for fine FM tuning, and
highly respectable specifications both for the FM tuner section
and the audio section. Add to this the quality and versatility of
the BSR 310 X automatic turntable, a perfect companion with a
4-pole induction motor, low mass counter weighted tone arm
for light tracking, cue/pause control, antiskate control with a
SHURE M 75 CS cartridge, base and dust cover included. This
"Sound" system is completed with the addition of the ALX 50
stereo speakers with 8" Dual Cone WooferMid-Tweeter, ported
bass reflex design enclosure in "King" Walnut cabinets.

Ca,. trial mie Iti4( de 5. K....
tampons (5 tembonsy a pretty purse
Contsmer. and an’y explan410dI
book entitled "Tell It Like It le,
mill dee Order loon wan 256 in co..,
to Roam mailing end handling to

Kotex tampons
Box 55i CNI
Neenah, Wisconsin 54958

IF PURCHASED SEPARATELY
SAVE 50.80

Stale _
allow 4 weeks to, delivery
Oder Mine December 31 OM

ALCO’S SPECIAL PRICE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
_J

OPENS NIGHTS ’TILL 9
OPEN SATURDAY 9 to 6
OPEN SUNDAY Noon to 5

n

SUPEREX Superior Headphones
reproduce the complete audio
range of fine music systems with
spectacular Bass response and
sharp highs.

(.0 PIONEER

$269.80

2119

QUALITY GUARANTEED AT

79 So. 3rd.
Street Downtown san lose 297-7111

00

ALCO’S
SPECIAL
PRICE

drep,

200 PR. IN-THE-BOOT STRETCH

If2 OFF

If it
wasn’t,
here’s a
second
chance.

Oy today

SKI PANTS-SOME 60% WOOL

4
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KORACH Red Star
SKI BOOTS
Reg. 95.00 . . NOW

39,9

MEWS end LADIES
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Fonloys
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one
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79"
KASTLE SKIS R., t.29
4999
KASTLE SKIS R., :RR
99"
FISCHER SKIS R.,
79"
FISCHER SKIS R., ,R
KOFLACH Gold Star1999
$59 SKI BOOTS
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LADIES LIMITED SIVES
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FIBERGLASS SNOW BOGGANS
fl

DELUXE CAR STEREO

’’" ,5 " 71 II" 8’’ -’1,;,‘"10"

MINI-BOGGANS for the KIDS

Now you can have "studio quality’
sound in your car with an 8-track or
FM/MPX Car Stereo, PIONEER TP
700 is loaded slide controls, auto
and manual track change, fast
forward, repeat button and more.
ALCO’S

buy,

1:Do;;"trOVrol=.
new only 31 P.
our fog 0 ry

,29 95

010 PIONEER.
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Warm-Up Pants E99
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AFTER-SKI BOOTS
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BOOT TREES

PRICE
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27
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Coropfinf Mod oars et P

CAR SKI RACKS 30% off

LCO

Complete electronics since 144
WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

When you flays off pyr nit d,1,0yrIt

Riff POKING
lH Rid

967-5709
1299 El Camino

Discount
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MOUNTAIN VIEW

U
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OPEN ’NI 9 DAILY
SATURDAY 9 to 6
SUNDAYS 10 to 5
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Johnnie Skinner receives the game ball from coach Ivan Guevara
for netting his 1,000th career point against Fresno State.

Spartan cagers
entertain Tigers
By JOHN B. MATTHEWS
Sports Editor
With the conference crucial
with Long Beach State
looming on the horizon, Ivan
Guevara’s varsity basketball
team braces for back-to-back
games with the University of
Pacific.
The two teams meet tonight
at San lose Civic Auditorium
and Saturday night at
Stockton’s Civic Auditorium.
Tip-off for tonight’s game is
8:05.
The Spartans travel to Long
Beach Feb. 15.
The Tigers, 3-2 in
conference and 11-8 overall,

could be placed a desperate
position in conference play if
they do not sweep the games.
Plagued by injuries. UOP
has not played the type of
basketball they were reputed
to have been able to play.
While losing to Long Beach
State at home before the
semester break, the Tigers
also lost to Cal State-Lost
Angeles, the Diablos only
conference victory of the
season.
Two starters, center Chad
Meyer and forward Gary Dean
have missed the last three
games. Dean, suffering from a
severely sprained ankle is

Frosh hoopsters
meet Tigers,too
By PAUL STEWART
The San lose State
University freshman basketball team may bite off more
than they can chew tonight,
when they place their 10-6
season mark on the line
against the Tigers of the
University of the Pacific.
The Tiger cubs, paced by 6 foot 11 center lay Dahl, will
bring their explosive offense
to the Civic Auditorium. The
Spartababes will counter with
hot shooting guard Ken
Mickey and a stiff defense in
the 6 o’clock preliminary to the
varsity tilt.
In action over the semester
break, the Spartans had eight
players scoring in double
figures, as they downed DCSanta Cruz 106-66 last
Saturday night in the Spartan
gym
Guard Ken Mickey poured
in 20 points for SISU to lead all
scorers. while Ronnie Fair and
Mike Stevens corralled 13
rebounds each for the night.
Shooting and defense were
the -keys to the Spartan win, as
the squad hit 62.5 per cent
from the floor, as opposed to a
poor 35 per cent by Santa
Cruz. During a five minute
span in the first half, the
Spartans held Santa Cruz to a
mere five points, while scoring
22 themselves during the same
period.
"If we’re not playing intense
defense, we don’t have a good

game," said Freshman coach
Dave Waxman. Most of the
Spartan baskets came on easy
lay-ups afforded by their
defensive play. The Spartan
defense allowed the qunitet to
play its fast break offense to
maximum efficiency.
In other games over the
semester
break,
the
Spartababes came out on the
short end of a 70-136 score
against Fresno State
University. last Thursday in
the Spartan gym.
Waxman cited a tough
Fresno defense, as well as foul
trouble, as major problems for
the Spartans that night.
Forward Earl Hogue lead all
scorers by sinking 19 points
for the SISU freshman, as the
team outshot the Bulldogs 58
to 55.4 per cent in the losing effort.
On Saturday lan. 20, the
Spartababes lost to Cal 74-65
at Harmon gym in Berkeley.
The baby Bears out -ran the
Spartans, although forward
lack Gamulin lead all scorers,
netting 22 points for SISU.
"We were out -rebounded by
Gal (52-44), and the play of
their guard Hagler hurt our
game," commented Waxman.
Hagler tallied 21 points forCal
in the victory.
The Spartababes again out shot their opponents 39.2 to 39
per cent, while also leading
Cal in turnovers 17-12.

off to Wheaton

1 New grid assistants
selected by Rogers

"-

Skinner
receives honor

Ex -coach King

Sports

NNW -mi weft

doubtful for tonight’s contest
while Meyer, nursing a
bruised foot, is expected to see
limited action.
Without the two, the Tigers
still have the height advantage
against the scrapy Spartans.
But, just bearly. UOP front
three averages just under 6-7
while the Spartans (Orndorff.
Dockery and Beauchmanj are
all 6-6.
SISU, currently tied with
Long Beach State in
conference play 14-1), have
been able to defeat bigger
teams, including LBS. because
it has been able to dictate the
tempo of the game.
Lacking the size to compete
equally on the boards, the
Spartans resort to running the
larger teams right into the
hardwood. SISU did just that
to their last PCAA opponent,
Fresno State,
The Bulldogs trailed by only
six at the intermission before
Johnny Skinner sparked the
second half rally. Skinner,
teamed with forward Don
Orndorff. combined for 53
points in the 90-66 rout.
Skinner totaled 22 of his 29
points in the second half.
One of his 29 gave him a
career total of 1,000 points. He
is the fifth player in SISU history to reach that plateau.
Probable starting line-ups:
University of Pacific
F - - Jim McCargo, 6-6, Sr.
F - - Sticky Snyder, 6-4, Sr.
C - - Mike Fink, 6-10, jr.
G - - Andy Oliveira, 6-2. Fr.
C. - John Errecart, 6-2, Jr.
San lose Stale University
F - - Leon Beauchman, 6-6, Sr.
F - - Dave Dockery, 6-6, Sr.
C - - Don Orndorff, 6-6, Jr.
G - - Johnny Skinner, 6-1, Sr.
G - - Doug Adkins, 5-10, Jr.

By RAY MORRISON
The beginning of a semester
always brings new faces on
campus. This also includes the
San lose State University
football team as new head
coach Darryl Rogers has appointed live new members to
his stall for the coming year.
The assistant coaches will
include Cal Murphy and
Richard Sullivan working
with the offensive unit while
George Dyer, Bob Padilla and
Iim Colbert help out with the
defensive responsiblities.
Murphy has been the offensive coordinator at the
University of Hawaii since
1968 and coached the Rainbows to a 9-2 season including
a 28-14 victory over the
Spartans last November.

Net play
slated for
’murals
Today is the last day to
regider for the SISU Intramural Basketball Leagues.
Women and men interested
should contact the Intramural
Office, located in the Student
Services and Activities Office,
west of the Student Union.
Teams must consists of a
minimum of five players, but
there is no limit as to how
many may be on a teams’
roster.
There is a $10 forfeit fee that
accompanies a teams’ registration, but this will be
returned at the end of the
season if a team has completed all its games without
forfeiting.
There will be a meeting on
Feb. 8. at 3:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Costanoan Room and a
representative of each completed team must attend this
meeting. League play begins
Feb. 12.
Registration for Intramural
bowling ends Feb. 9, and signups for soccer close Feb. 12.
Co-Rec activities of basketball, volleyball, badminton,
and swimming are offered
each night from 7 to 10 p.m.
For further information on
intramural programs contact
Penny Terry, Recreation coordinator, at the Intramural
office, or call 277-2972.

MOYER
MUSIC
HOUSES

Polo tickets
still on sale
Tickets remain on sale this
week in the A.S. Business Office in the Student Union for
the forthcoming water polo
game between San lose State
University and the Russian
national team. The game is
scheduled at 3:30 p.m., Feb. 15
at De Anza Community
College. Tickets are 82 for
students and 93 for all others.
SISU is the only college
team scheduled to meet the
Russians, winners of the Rohl

JOB OPPORTUNITY
Part time job
learning to repair
musical instruments.
Applicant must be able
to play woodwinds
well.
SEE MR. POWERS
84 E. San Fernando
198-5404

Golfers win tourney;
squeak by Stanford TfEK11471-4664-- ss’’’

A graduate of the University
of British Columbia, he
the
Quarterbacked
Thunderbirds in 1951-52 and
played for the British Columbia Lions of the Canadian
Football League in 1956.
Sullivan was the assistant
mentor at Moorpark College in
Moorpark, Calif. before being
called up for the Spartan post.
He is a former all -conference
football and basketball player
for University High School in
Normal, Ill, and a lineman for
the University of Minnesota
Gophers.
"Cal Murphy is an exceptionally fine offensive football
coach and an extraordianry
recruiter." said Rogers. "Dick
Sullivan has been an outstandin teacher and can coach both
offensive and defensive
linesmen."
Dyer played football at
1.1CSanta Barbara and has
coached at Humbolt State
College, Portland State
College, and West Hills IC
Itelore going to assist the
University of Idaho team. His
job will be to help out the
linebackers.
"We are happy to have
George on our staff and with
his experience and working
ability with linebackers
should help our defensive
unit," said Rogers.
The new head Spartan coach
brought Padilla and Corbert
with him from Fresno State
University.
A former FSU defensive tackle, Padilla has spent 14 years
coaching at various high
schools and colleges. He will
serve as the defensive lineman
coach for the Spartans.
Corbert has been selected to
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coach the defensive secondary. He played for Adams
State College and once signed
a contract with the Oakland
Athletics. His coaching
experience spans over 12
years with several high
schools and colleges.
"I’ve enjoyed working with
these two men for the past four
years and believe they will be
a great asset to our program."
said Rogers.
The new coach did retain
freshman mentor Willard
Wells on his staff along with
his assistant, Dave Chaney,
former SISU All-American.
Other former coaches and
their new positions include
George Darlington who has
accepted a defensive line
coaching position at the
University of Nebraska:
Randy Cardin has joined the
San lose Police Department:
and. Cass I ackdon has been
accepted as the head football
coach at Oberlin College in
Ohio.
Former coaches Bob Loose
and Dwaine Painter sere still
undecided where they plan to
coach.

Bulletin: Former head football coach Dewey King, dismissed alter a 4-7 at San lose
State University this season,
was named head football
coach at Wheaton College in
Illinois. The school is located
approximately 20 miles west
of Chicago.
The announcement was
made by Athletic Director
Harvey Chrouser Tuesday
evening at Wheaton. Chrouser
was not available for further
comment on the appointment.
King, whose team posted a
5-5-1 mark last season in his
first head coaching effort,
came under fire by the alumni
and Spartahfoundation early
this season after losing the
second game of the year. 44-0
to Stanford. It became ap-

parent by mid -season that his
11111 Was In Jeopardy.
Reached at his home Iasi
night, King stated that he was
very pleased with the appointment.
"I am very impressed with
the athletic program at
Wheaton College." said King
"Of course, I grew up in that
area so it will be like going
home for me." He replaces
coach Gary Taylor.
Wheaton College slipped to
1-8 marks the past two years
after winning their conference
9 straight years. King, then,
has the same type of
rebuilding program there as he
had at SISU two years ago.
The new head coach said
that he expected to keep all the
assistant coaches that are now
at Wheaton College.

ART
MATERIALS
Its time to stock up on art supplies and here’s the place to do
it. We’ve got a full line of brushes
oil and water colors, sketch pads
easels
everything you’ll need to help chalk up
an impressive record this year. Drop in to the one stop "back-to-art-school" shop this week and
browse around.

Study at
The PitaftssiloAffil
Art Woof

Academy of
Art College

san Joie pant

Free Catalog
Dg... /I [Worn. Courwe
Aelverwona /Design/ fashion
film/nonage Ilhalrewe /Peont.ne
Wow/granny OrWonanwe I Scieonne
J. 010M.0111 Veleren lannwee
Financa, as sssss nce progrems

and wallpaper co.
Volley Fo;rSon Joie248-4171
365 Sort Rntonic Rd. Mt.V;ew.941-3600
78

ALL USED
BOOKS
35% Discount
Off New Price
(awl

s

e haN(5 a load of them)

in Munich

Despite the dismal weather of late, the outlook is bright this
season for San lose State University’s golf team.
The Spartans are coming off a very impressive opening victory, as they nosed out Stanford and four other schools last
Friday on the Stanford Golf Course.
The team was led to the Stanford Area Tourney win by Phil
Barry who fired a 68 to take medal honors.
They needed every stroke edging Stanford by the narrowest of
margins, 285 to 286.
Other team scores included Jim Knoll 71, Mark Lye 72, Paul
Bayhouse 74, Dean May 75, and Jim Porter 82.
Coach Jerry Vroom stated, "The rain has slowed our progress,
but it was an excellent performance by the team this early in the
season. The team has better balance and the competition is very
keen snout own squad with 10 men capable of playing to a three
handicap or less. If one man is out, there will be somebody right
therein fill in." The linkmen will be on the road to play Cal State
Hayward this Friday and Cal next Tuesday.

SPECIAL

1. Tune-up
Adjust valves

Sftemag Eode(ene

2.

3. Check compression
4. Adjust carburetor
5. Set timing
6. Change oil
7. Lubrication
8. 4 new spark plugs
9. 3 quarts of oil
,O. New points
I. Adjust brakes

Ski

Season

SPECIAL
’2 5 ,,,,

12 Check transmission
fluid -add
13. Check brake fluid -add
14. Check battery fluid -add

as

371 o. M VICKET F.
Present Student lolly Card For Discount

The Student Union

work

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

NEW FIATS
$48.00 me. ;was.)
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with tha

(good til Fcb. 28)
li
also speciaze
IVW
Official lamp
Motor Overhaul
acli station
lransmission
Brakes
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HOURS Mon Fri 730 5
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STAR MOTORS
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A Student Interested Store
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SPARTAN MOBIL
IMPORTED CAR SERVICE
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11th en." San Corms
Iso

Fish &

choir

294-1562

Fast Service - 18 Cash Registers
Short Lines
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Movie cheats book

The Arts

’Sounder’ depicts pain
By JERRY RIMICA
If you’d read "Sounder
you’d know the movie is a
fake.
Ilse book compassionately
the
painful
describes
problems of a Black
sharecropping family during
the depression. The movie
cheats the viewer with its
superficial and dishonest fairy
tale version of the book.
Other than the title, the
similaries of the book and
movie seem almost accidental.
The novel, written by a
Southern history teacher,
William H. Armstrong, is a
powerful poetic portrayal of
cVr
human emotions -

The

dud
Luurese
loneliness.
childhood discoveries.
By comparison, the movie’s
watered-downed, inoffensive
presentation is an insult to any
Black who lived through the
1930s. By watching the Movie
one would never know there
was a need for the 1980’s Civil
Rights movement, to say
nothing of the present
Klawsman revival in Indiana.
The title "Sounder" comes
from the name of the coon dog
of the family. Sounder is
unlike any other dog. he’s a
"human animal.- The oldest
boy, unnamed in the story, is
attached to
especially

it all

111111114.

TEACHERS TAX SERVICE
Complete inCOMe Tax Service for the Professional. Talk to
us about your tax deductions, and we’ll talk to you about
tax deductions that you never knew you had.

Testelier.
IltSerVief‘

C.11.1. 287-6276

715 N First Street Suite 25 San Jose

Winner
New York
Film Critics
Award

Best
Best
Best
Best

Film
Director
Screenplay
Actress (Liv Ullmann)

riagnifiz.-ent. moving and
mysterious new film with a focus so
sharp that it seems to have the clarity of
something seen through the medium of fever.
Nothing that Bergman has done before is likely
to prepare you for ’Cries and Whispers.. It stands
alone and it reduces almost everything else
you’re likely to see this season to the size

very

siimider. The distance of the
schoolhouse from the boy’s
home prevents him from attending it. Most of has free time is
spent with Sounder.
Hard times prompt the
father to steal food to feed his
family. Racist sherills, unlike
the apologetic ones in toe
movie, arrest the lather. As the
father is being taken to jail ins
buckboard. Sounder breaks
from the boy’s grip and runs to
join his master. One sheriff
fires his shotgun point blank
at the dog.
Armstrong’s graphic account of the maimed dog
struggling to get up is tough
tor some readers to take. It
was even tougher for the boy
Ii) take.
Sounder crawls off and can’t
Ire tound because as the
not her said. "Great urea like to
die alone." The boy has lost
both his father and his dog.
The mother can’t comfort
he boy in his grief. She has the
nverwhelming burden of
providing for the family now
that her husband is gone. Her
nnly comfort is the Bible.
"People always said to put
things under your pillow when
you go lobed, and if you make
a wish, it will come lure."
Believing this saying with
typical childhood innocence.
the boy puts the dog’s severed
ear under his pillow and prays
that Sounder isn’t dead.
Sounder, or what’s left of
him, returns.
The boy starts looking for
his father. The authorities
won’t tell the family where the
lather has been sent. During
the search, the boy has his
hand smashed by a prison
guard. While the guard laughs
it the boy’s misery. the
youngster pictures what his
lather would do if he saw the

After years of hard labor.
the father returns, permanently crippled from a mine
explosion. One day the
partially paralyzed lathe,
takes the crippled dog out hunting. He finds his spot in the
woods and dies. Within days
Sounder dies. The boy buries
both.
Years later, time after time,
the boy’s memory would be of
his father walking upright
with Sounder bouncing after
him.
Sounder won the 1970
Newbery Medal, the prize
awarded to "the most distinguished contribution to
for
literature
American
children."
remarkably
Armstrong’s
understanding novel sheds
light, not heat, on the tragic
realities many suffer in life.
The honesty of the book will
remain long after the tears dry
in the hankerchief.

Play searches for
Black man’s identity

abstract painting exhibit
A master’s exhibit of
abstract paintings by Steven
Hughes has been on display in
the Art Building’s small
gallery since Feb. 5 and will
run through Feb. 9.
German-born Hughes at t rar t vii attention from art

Marvin lockman explores the
conflict between a Black
Hower peddler and his
militant I olleme son

Three
one -act
plays
exploring the Black Movement
will be presented by the Black
Studies Department Feb. 16
and 17 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Black St udies Department,
at the Fontanetti Sporting
Goods Stores, or at the door.
costing $1 for students and $2
for adults.
"The Gentleman Caller.- by
Ed Bullins, opens the series
and studies the Black man’s
search for identity.
The second play, "We Own
the Night," by jimmy Garrett,
deals with the Black youth of
the 806 and their role in the
revolution. In the final play,
"Flowers for a Trashman,"

Readings on
women, war

circles in Munich during his
childhood. He left painting
and took up country music
Eventually Hughes settled in
California and started painting while attending college.
Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to
3 p.m

T.V.’s FOR RENT

Co-Respondents.
a
The
feminist drama trio, will
present a reader’s theater
production of "Battle -Ax"
women and wat
about
Thursday at 12:30 in the San
Jose State University Theatel
and at 7:00 in Engineering 132.
The program is sponsored
by Women’s Studies and the
Drama Department. and admission is free.

Special Student Rates
9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

TO WITNESS THE PERFECT CRIME
YOU MUST COME ON TIME

Handy, Jones
play in concert
The Second Annual Palo
Alto Jazz Festival will be held
Feb. 8 and 9 at 8 p.m. in
Spangerberg Auditorium,
Gunn High School, Palo Alto.
Tickets are available in advance by mail or phone, or at
the door. Prices for Thursday
night’s concert featuring John
Handy. alto saxophone, will
be $1.25 for students and 51.75

Artist Hughes presents

The story and suspense of "Sleuth" are.so unique
you must see it from the very beginning.
Therefore,"Sleuth" vill be presented
on a Special Scheduled Performance basis

for adults.
Friday night’s concert will
feature drummer Elva Jones,
with prices being $1.75 for
students and $2.75 for adults.

?hen
one step further

"Mink ofthe
perfect crime..,

Both performers will be
presented in concert with
various jazz bands in the Palo
Alto Unified School as well as
performing individually.

Ferrante, Teicher

of a small cinder."
"A haunting, chilling masterpiece! I predict it will have movie enthusiasts
talking and debating for seasons to come:.
"One of the year’s best films!
’Cries and Whispers’ is Bergman ’s most
brilliant work. An exquisite film -and I use
’exquisite’ in all its meanings:
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tonight at De Anza
Famed pianists Ferrante and
Teicher will entertain a Flint
Center audience at De Anza
College tonight at 8:30.
The two musicians became a
relative overnight success
after their recording of the
theme music from the motion

picture "The Apartment" on
the United label.
Since then they have
recorded around 75 albums
and have won 14 gold record
awards, with such selections
of
movie
themes
as
"Cleopatra," "Midnight
Cowboy." and "The Knack."
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; prove this to yourself.
.-nd us the coupon
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(English Subtitles)
Feb 7th - 13th
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"OICHI, THE BLINDSWORDSWOMAN"
Plus

Exclusive Engagement Starts Tomorrow!
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Special Scheduled Performance Presentation
NOW SHOWING
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CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE MONEY ROOK IS $150.50
VALUE
,../0 FOOD) FOR
5433 NoW-72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE I. 1973-GET YOURS
NOW-SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSE (3)
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA 131
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A A W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH ’N CHIPS
ORANGE WiNZiT
PEPITO’S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE’S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA oft & 421
ARBY’S FIOASTBEEF

064,
’JOSS IN ALASKA" available now. This
handbook covers all halos summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR edventun’ S3 00 JIA Box 1585 Anchorage AK
99610
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1515
Food Suppiernents (instant Protein
Vita C. Vita E Calcium etc I
Horne Cleaners i Basic H L etc
Beedte Aids (Proteinived snion000 sic
John a Mary Rhoades 297-3806
LOVE YOUR DOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own bon
No Quotas
No Risks
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals 8
different approaches The Net that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures will
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We win ask you to do e little research
DOOM we let you sponsor in
JOHN II MARY
466 SO 5th *2
297-3868
SPECIAL MONEY SOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT:
TWO 0 TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONEI
25h. OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENTS!
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONTHI
$1.50 OFF ON LP RECORDS’
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!
ONE DOLLAR S WORTH OF
TIMEI
FREE BILLIARD
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR 550 -NO GAB PURCHASE’
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
KENPO KARATE COURSE FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON?
FREE Se . so" TV PILLOW WITH
PURCHASE OF PASSION PUFF!
BOOKSTORE -ONLY 54.00
INTERESTED In working with Junior
High Students in an alternative classroom? Prwreg Hum 160 or 161 Call
Sally 296-7415 or 277-2953

TWO GREAT VOICES-Baritone John
Tye," ’formerly of Broadway and now
music instructor et SJcCI and soprano
Claudia Cummings /1972 debuts with SF
Fall Opers and at Carnegie Han) gar in
SJ Music Tnealre s The Sound Of Music
Montgomery Theatre Fri A Set nites8:30.
Feb 2 thru 17 53 50 gen’l 0250 with SB
card Additioner 504 off with wised But,
at door or come by 20E San Fernando
STUDENT RATES FRIDAY NIGHTS
ONLY

LIVE MUSIC every Fri. Sat . and Sun
featuring the Gingers Spertan HOPI.
4th and Son Carlos
ALPHA PHI ALPHA, INCot
All brothers interested in Pledging
ALPHA PHI ALPHA first and largest
Bleck fraternity
call ELBERT S
ALEXANDER dean of pledges 25604194
or DALE WILLIAMS essistant 298-6106
by Feb 9 Interealed students come to the
smoker. Sun Feb 11, Student Union. 8
p . Council Room
TODAY’S WORLD IS VERY COMPLEX
EVERYBODY WANTS TO SAVE YOU
FROM EVERYTHING POLITICS. GOVT.
stablishment
th
DRUGS.
POLLUTION WE JUST WANT TO SAVE
YOU A LITTLE MONEY THAIS ALL,
MONEY BOOK IS A LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,

TWO FREE HOT 0008 FROM DER
WIENERSCHNITZEL ONE FREE 3PC
CHICKEN DINNER WITH PURCHASE
OF THE SAME FROM KENTUCKY
FRIED CHICKEN IT’S ALL IN THE
MONEY BOOK’

AUTOMOTIVE
’64 VW Bug Clean weil-maintainad, very
good condition & body Good tires.
$1556offer 969-0843
AUTOMOTIVE
725 HONDA CS. 2700 ml Like now
Leaving S.J 5585 289-6102 (after 6p.m.)
FOR SALE-FORD FALCON STATION
WAGON. 3 spd-good mileage-$195/or
best offer 275-9105.

WE WOULD LIKE TO SELL YOU A
MONEY BOOK WOULD YOU LIKE TO
BUY ONE? IT’S A LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!
HAISSELBAO
very
$425 Also lenses acc 358-5681

clean

HELP WANTED

SAVE THIS AD: Before you purchase
costly stere0 equip retail check Wu, for
discount prices to SJS students (on ell
your needs’. We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Miry Area on such names as
Sensut. Pioneer. Marantz, Teec. Dual.
etc Cell us for weekly specials forff 29E5593 or 252-2028

ALTHOUGH THE moray BOOK IS
HEAVY ON FOOD. YOU CAN’T EAT ALL
THE COUPONS. LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE’
RETAIL MANAGERS
MALE-FEMALE&Recruit & manage Wee
people to represent nigh quality ecology
Products High income 2868082

LARGE. furnished, Carpeted apt summer
rates. ’miry foci Quiet 536S 8th St 49
295-7894

SLACKLITE POSTERS $1 50. PATCHES
751 a UP. INCENSE 25-290 PIPES 11 00
UP. RADIOS $395 a uP. LEATHER
GOODS, BINOCULARS $2220 8 UP.
BLACKLITE. COMPLETE or sit 06, 4’
$22.95 STROBE LIGHTS 51745. GAS
OLD BULB S3 95. INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING SI 96 IL UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 60 E San Fernando, 1
515 from SJSU Phone 292-0409
IF YOU LIKE BOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE
different used bookstore
Recent peperbeckset nonce eelltSci Ft
selection in Bay Area Recoils too we
have tne books you want & need II dew
prices in town Yes, we buy & trade books
records RECYCLE 23880 1st St. VW
6275
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. BO toddle/
shops -1940 S tel SI Pk 2113-2323.
Open We thru Sun 8-4 30 611-510 Free
parking
admission Thousand* of
ukehl, Irerks antique, ar C011eCtiohle
DARK MAPLE DESK II CHMR. 4
drawers -$15 289-8102 lofty 6 p m

4 BEDROOM HOUSE for Mew close to
campus $275 pet?mo Cell 287-4900.
LOS 1 bir apts. 0130 wise carpets Swim
pool Recreation Room (Summer Retire)
Call 251-4817
Singles I soubles Kit
COMF
prin. Neer WS 545 & up Call 294-6863
sown 4-11 pm
NICE FURNISHED 2 lx1rm opt Quiet.
Adults only Ideal for SJS students $166
596-2416 or 321-6573
IVY HALL Rooms with kite. Clean. quiet,
well managed 279 E. son Fernando St.
across from Admin Bldg. 253-1152, 293E614, 294-6472
GIRLS TO SHARE newly turn rooms
One Elk from campus All utilities pd
Kilo priv washer &dryer 1150mo 441 So
Iltn St 297-4067 Mrs Redeem

NEEDED: 1 termite own room In !woe 3
bdrrn. 2 story house Willow Glen Library. darkroom. dishwesher. washerdryer. *replete. preps Prefer nonmo
Iyo.
smoker.
570
9962151
WHAT’S UNUSUAL ABOUT THE
MONEY BOOK? NOT A WHOLE LOT IT
JUST HELPS LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!

SERVICES
RENT A TV OR
0, no contract
Free del Free service Cali Esche’s 251259a
TYPING
60 North 3rd St Apt 1823
287-4355
II yOu need eccurate, nest end fast typing
service I do it on my home Use IBM
Selectric wan carbon ribbon Rates are
reasonable depending on typing r,guests and volume per order Call 286
2841. Monday througn Friday

1 BESIIIM APT. New shags. paint wag
paid, clean, modern gum. 751 S 2nd St
2934798
1117111 LARGE ROOMY APTI 12S 5th St. 3
bdrrn A IN A din rrn Furn Vic Gonn
205-5311, 209-8946

COLLEGE READING LISTS OFTEN
LEAVE OUT THE MONEY BOOK! DO
YOU KNOW WHY? LIMITED OFFER IN
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE!

MODERN 3-11DIIM Apts Furnished, w/w
carpeting, clean. 680S 11th 275-1974.

PARKING 88/mo. Inn. 2 blocks from
Stets on 5th St Phone morns or eve".
293-4275

OUIET upstairs room in pm nome for
studious male "straight" student Neer
SJS 297-6079

3 lines
5 lines
6 tines

200
250
300

Rates
Classified
Tw..
cittr
dens

200
250
300
350

CHARTER FUGHTS. Complete domesprograms
Contact
tic/international
Craig, Student Services Weal Inc..236E
Sante Clare, 0710 287-8301
EASTER A SPRING CHARTER PLIGHTS
TO CHICAGO AND N.Y.
All flights leaving from Oak. Round
trip-$1S8 For flight info contett
Richerd 274-4813 (after 5 p m

PERSONALS

BECAUSE I LOVE YOU-Flowers 1 doz
long stern roses 05 00 Delivered on SJ1
9964151
THE MONEY BOOK IS $15000 TOTAL
VALUE 450.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY $4 00
72 COUPONS EXPIRE JUNE 1, 1973
GOT THE MUNCHIES? GET YOUR
MONEY BOOK AT THE SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE AND GO GET YOUR
FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD DEALS.
NOW -SPARTAN
GET YOURS
BOOKSTORE
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL 131
SUN’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZE 131
BARREL’S FISH’N CHIPS
CAESAR S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN

SE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live
free in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 295-2306 at 5.
LEARN TO DRIVE
Learn in 2 weeks, with 5 sista 1104111180
Instructor & dual control safely. Free 6CSup on cernpus or home Telephone for
mlo or appt. 293-0172 Easy Method Orlymg School

LOST & FOUND
LOST: 3 month old female German
Short-haired Pointer, chocolate brown
and white Lost on campus. Tulsa Jan 30
Please call 996-2030

Find What You Need In Th.

RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures Small
internstional group camping trays, Age.
15-30 Also Europe, Africa India. 3-11
whe Write Whole Earth Travel, Ltd Box
1497 KC Mo 84141

RN with pot bath & kit priv Quiet. 5 bike to
SJS Non-smoker only $76/mo 2S7-3126
(mornings beet)

One
day
$1 SO

EXPERIENCE EUROPE 4 to 10 wks fm
5220 Join our minibus loaded with guys
and gels from 7 English speaking counwan
tries. Comp &
Europeans See Russia-Scan-Greece/Turkey& more Send tor brochure, Going
Places-SD 422S Western LA Calif. Tel
385-0012

TRANSPORTATION

ROOMS 540 it $60/mo for men 52 S
15th Can be seen 51*0455 p.m

0 lines
ROOMS FOR MEN $40 and 550 per month 525 15th St 297-3344

FURNISHED 2 SOM. APT. Near campus for $140 351 S 11th St Call Leon or
Mark alter 6 p m 288-2974

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to Share
beeutiful house. Own nn, dIshwhr. firePl.
shag opts, lg. yard. $83 plus 1/3 otti 2858808
LA DONNA APTS.
1 8 2 bedroom apts. burn. & unlurn w/w
new carpets $120 Oulet stmotpheris near
the campus 385 S. ash St. Call Ben 2686383 or John 358-5706

HOUSING
FOR SALE

ROOMS lor serious. Concerned student
Female preferred. $70/mo. 295-7441.

MALE -SINGLE 80014
Kitchen privilege’
298-7392
86 South 12th St
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